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Wednesday, September 14, 2016
10 Tips for Fall
File Explorer (FKA Windows Explorer)
Setup & Configure a Network
6:00 pm – 10 Tips for Fall from Leo Notenboom will start
our meeting. Judy has found more people who have been
taken in by the Microsoft scam – I’ll tell you about them.
We learned that the Task Manager is our friend; now it’s
time to go over File Explorer (FKA Windows Explorer).
More members are upgrading to Win 10 so we’ll take a
look at a few tips as well as follow-up on one of Elliott’s
suggestions.
7:00 pm – We’re going to the movies (of course, we’ll
have popcorn) and take a look at Ken Rogers’ APCUG
YouTube Virtual Technology Presentation on setting up
and configuring a home network. Today's home network
has many parts; including getting the Internet into the
house and then getting it to all our computers, mobile
devices and even some day, our refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer & dryer…. How do we get the fastest speed,
protect our data and keep out the hackers? Ken talks
about what we need and what we need to consider. Even
if you already have a network in your house, you will
probably go home with a few tips & tricks. Chuck La
Force will also tell us how he has setup his network. If
you have one in your house and want to tell us about it,
let us know at the meeting.
Meet Ken: Ken built his first home network using the
existing telephone wiring in his house, and later replaced
it with Ethernet and Wi-Fi technology. When he's not
installing new toys for his home network or making
deliveries for his wife's cake decorating home business,
Ken works as an IT Business Analyst for PNC Bank. His
hobbies include blogging, fencing, and watching far too
many televised sporting events.

Virtual Reality & Augmented Reality Explained
By Sandy Berger, Compu-KISS
www.compukiss.com

sandy (at) compukiss.com

If you want to be up-to-date in the high tech world you need to understand the terms VR
and AR. They are both amazing technologies that are quickly moving into our everyday
world.
Preface
It has always been a joy to be transported to a different time and place. The Greeks,
Romans, and American Indians did this for their listeners by telling wonderful stories.
These story tellers transported their listeners to alternative realities. With radio we were
immersed in tales like Fibber McGee and Molly where we could listen and vividly
imagine being right in the McGee’s home. Then came movies, television, and gaming
devices. These devices totally immersed us in their stories.
Now we have moved on even farther into other realities and amplified realities with two
newer technologies: Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR).
Virtual Reality Explained
Virtual Reality replicates an environment that lets you see and feel like you are in
another world. This is generally done by wearing goggles which put a screen in front of
your eyes to show you that new world. Some of these VR devices have built-in audio
and vibrations and other haptic feedback that help to make the new world feel quite real.
Many have immersive 360 degree visual capabilities so you are completely surrounded
by the new world. Often you can interact with that new world as when you might play a
VR game. This new storytelling technique is totally immersive since you are completely
pulled into the world inside the headset.
Dedicated VR devices started reaching the market in 2016. Samsung and Oculus have
recently released their first everyday consumer product, the Samsung Gear VR
headset. At $99 it is well-priced, but must be paired with a newer Samsung Galaxy
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smartphone to make it work. Other VR devices like the Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive
and start at $599 and require a powerful PC to work. Sony will soon release their
PlayStation VR at $399.
Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality is another way to look at a different world. Instead of replacing the
current reality with an alternate reality as VR does, AR adds to our current reality. So
with AR, you can still see the real world around you, but certain things in your world are
augmented. With AR, information about the real environment and its objects is overlaid
on the real world. For instance, a nurse wearing a pair of AR glasses would be able to
see everything in the room exactly as it really is. However, when he or she is ready to
insert an IV into your arm, the veins in your arms would be totally visible.
AR technology is sometimes accomplished with goggles, like VR, but there are also AR
applications that use lightweight glasses or partial glasses. There are also small
handheld AR displays, digital AR projectors, and even contact lenses that project AR
information. Several companies, including Google, are working on lasers that send
information directly to the eyes.
Microsoft is working on a HoloLens AR headset that will work with Windows 10. Google
is still working on their Google Glass project which will now focus on the workplace.
With AR you can interact with it through gaze, voice, and/or hand motions. If you saw
the movie Minority Report and remember Tom Cruise moving information around in the
air you have seen an accurate depiction of an augmented reality device.
When Minority Report came out in 2002, it was very futuristic. Now that future is already
here.

President’s Corner
I Feel the Need, the Need for Speed
By Greg Skalka, President, Under the
Computer Hood UG, CA
August 2016 issue, Drive Light “Lite”
www.uchug.org / president (at) uchug.org

This quote from the 1986 hit movie “Top Gun” states what we all strive for in the end faster and better. Though now thirty years old, this movie is still one of my favorites. At
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the time, it seemed to portray an exciting, high-tech world. Young naval aviators
Maverick and Goose fly their F-14 Tomcat fighter jet off aircraft carriers and go
supersonic, have mock engagements with “enemy” aircraft in the Top Gun Naval
Fighter Weapons School and shoot down MiGs with guided missiles and sophisticated
radars. Yet 1986 was a long time ago, before the commercial Internet, cell phones and
a lot of the technology that we take for granted today. A lot of 1986 tech seems almost
antiquated by today’s standards. We have come a long way since then in many ways,
but in other ways not so much, and progress has usually come at a cost.
The cost of the Grumman F-14 Tomcat fighter that Maverick piloted thirty years ago was
around $38 million dollars. Today’s new Navy-version Lockheed Martin F-35C Lightning
fighter costs $337 million apiece. Though it is meant to perform the same job as the
Tomcat, today’s Maverick would have to dump Goose, as the F-35C is a smaller singleseat, single-engine plane. For ten times the per unit cost, Maverick would get
tremendously better radars, weapons and electronics in the F-35C. Based on that, New
Maverick should be able to easily shoot down Old Maverick’s F-14. His need for actual
speed may not be helped, however. Though the F-35C and other modern military
aircraft have become more efficient over the years, the advertised top speed of the F-35
(1199 mph) is actually less than the F-14 (1544 mph). Sorry, New Mav!
Automobiles have seen progress in a lot of the same ways as military aircraft over the
last thirty years. No, you can’t shoot a missile at that guy that just sits there at the light
though it has turned green, but our cars are now packed full of electronics and
technology. They can’t drive any faster, but they do cost a lot more.
The first new car I bought for my wife was a 1986 Ford Tempo, a five-passenger sedan
with a four-cylinder engine. We had been married for a little less than a year, and were
planning to start a family. We would need something a little bigger and safer than her
old Pinto, and with more seating than my two-seat pickup truck.
Like the F-14, the Tempo had some electronics, but it was pretty basic by today’s
standards. It was the first car I ever owned without a carburetor, having electronic fuel
injection (how high-tech!), which I hoped at that point was a mature technology, as I
performed my own auto servicing. The entertainment system consisted of a dial-tuned
AM/FM radio and cassette tape player. All the instrumentation was analog; the only
digital readout in the entire car was the LCD clock in the middle of the dash. We bought
a fairly basic four-door model, but there were not many options available in those days,
anyway. I was able to find the purchase contract for the car after all these years (I really
need to scan and/or shred the contents of that old file cabinet); we paid $10K for it
brand new.
Fast-forward 30 years, and my wife just got another new car (unfortunately not the
second new car I bought her). She now drives a 2016 Hyundai Tucson Eco. It is a
compact SUV and so is a little bigger than that Tempo was. Unlike the Tempo, it is
loaded with electronics and high-tech stuff. The 1.6L Turbo four-cylinder engine is a little
smaller than the 2.0L engine in the Tempo, but is completely electronically controlled
and has better performance (power and gas mileage). Our Tempo had a five-speed
manual transmission. The Tucson has an electronically controlled seven-speed dual
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clutch transmission. For better fuel economy, the transmission, essentially a manual
transmission, has standard clutches, instead of a fluid torque converter. The clutches
and transmission are controlled and actuated electronically, so to the driver it acts like
an automatic transmission.
The Tucson has a digital dash display, as well as a center display for the entertainment
system. It has an integrated digital AM/FM radio and satellite radio, and can play digital
audio files on memory sticks plugged into the dashboard USB connector. It of course
has Bluetooth to integrate your smart phone into the sound system and display. It has a
lot more capability than the old Tempo and should be more reliable, but it also cost
around $25K, and can’t really get you there any faster.
It seems funny to think about it now, but in 1986 Maverick and his friends had no
Internet and no cell phones. A movie about Navy pilots today would no doubt show
them on their smart phones all the time. The only phone scene I recall from Top Gun
showed “Wolfman” on a pay phone, a piece of technology you would be hard pressed to
find today. The World Wide Web was born in 1991, with dial-up commercial Internet
access starting in 1992. I remember as UCHUG secretary sending my meeting minutes
to the editor, then Ray Ferbrache, via a dial-up connection to a BBS (bulletin board
system). That 56K modem seemed fast back then, but as the Internet became more
popular and filled with features, we all felt the need for more speed.
I found some old bills that showed I had EarthLink High Speed Internet through Time
Warner Cable in early 2004. I don’t know how fast it was then, but it cost $42 per month.
Over the years, TWC hid the cost of my Internet access in a “bundle” with TV. Adding in
DVRs and other charges, my total bill grew to be around $170. I did see an increase in
speed over those years; my access got up to 17 Mbps download, 1.2 Mbps upload,
which is pretty reasonable. Still, the bill seemed high and only seemed to go one way up.
My parents have been complaining about how slow their computers have become over
the last year. My dad thought their computers were just getting old and had bought a
new one for my mom, but when I was there to help him set it up for her and performed
an ISP speed test, I found their real problem was a slow Internet connection. Their basic
DSL service was only giving them 1.7 Mbps download and around 200K upload. At
those speeds, a Yahoo home page filled with photos and other fluff took a minute or
more to load. It was like being back in the days of dial-up.
After researching their ISP’s current DSL plans, we found they could up their speed
considerably for not much more cost. Their old house phone wiring limited them
somewhat in how fast a service they could get, but in the end they were able to increase
access to 15 Mbps, which made their old computers work on the Internet just fine.
Sometimes a little speed is all you need.
Meanwhile, my wife was approached by someone from AT&T, who reminded us that
they had pulled fiber up our street a few years back, and now that they had bought
DirecTV, they could offer much faster Internet and satellite TV for a lower combined
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cost. In the end, we saved $40 per month and got better TV, a tremendously bigger
DVR and 50 Mbps download, 5 Mbps upload Internet. Finally the speed I need!
The switchover was not without its issues, however. The change to DirecTV was easy
and problem-free. The Internet access was a bit more challenging. Though they claim to
have fiber in the box in my front yard, it still must come the 20 feet into my garage on
buried twisted pair phone lines. It took two separate installation visits, but they were
somehow finally able to get the 50 Mbps they promised (and I checked it) out of their
box in my garage (where the phone line comes in). Unfortunately, their equipment was
a little different from what I was used to. I had previously used a TWC cable modem,
followed by my own router. Since I have network cameras and network hard drives that
require specific router settings to work, I wanted to continue using my old router as
configured. Unfortunately, AT&T supplies a combination DSL modem / router with this
service, and I could not figure out a way to bypass the router.
I tried many times to configure things so I could connect my router’s WAN input to their
router’s LAN output. I was able to set this up with a spare router, but was unsuccessful
in doing so with my old router. I finally gave up on my old router and tried to use the
router in the AT&T box. After playing with the settings in their router for a few days (port
forwarding was required), I was able to get almost all of my home network working.
I still have a few network items to clean up, but I’m finally getting their advertised service
speed and saving money. Now when I feel the need for speed, I have it. So far it seems
fast enough (though not fast enough to “take my breath away”), but is anything really
enough in the long term?

The Internet: Making Smart People Do Stupid Things Since 1590
By Rod Sher, Former Editor – Smart Computing
The Geekly Weekly – September 11, 2016
Author, Leveling the Playing Field: The Democratization of
Technology
www.thegeeklyweekly.com / rod3041 (at) gmail.com

Let me tell you a very sad story. (You'll probably need some tissues. I can wait while
you get some.... Ready? OK.)
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Nichol, a Frenchman stuck in a Spanish prison, has very little time left. He is dying, and
the bad food and damp, dank air in the prison are contributing to his ill health and
hastening his impending end. He knows he will soon die, but he has something very
important to do: He must save his daughter. With Nichol gone, sweet, innocent Mary,
only 17 years old, will be destitute. But Nichol has a trick up his ragged sleeve: He has
bribed a jailer to deliver a letter to Mr. Fitch, a man of wealth and power who lives in
America. The letter notes that Nichol has access to vast sums of money, or would if he
were free. The money is in fact hidden not far from where Fitch resides, because Nichol
himself, on a previous visit to America, buried the funds in a forest near Fitch's home
town. He can direct Mr. Fitch to the money if Fitch will pay Mary's passage to America
and then agree to raise the young woman as his ward. Nichol may well die, but at least
his fortune and his daughter will be safe.
A real news report about an actual airline disaster, which a scammer will now attempt to
use as part of an advance fee fraud.
Of course, the saddest thing about this story is the fact that so many people believed it
and sent money to Spain so that Mary could live happy and free. (And so that they
could pocket Nichol's fortune after his demise.) In other words, it was a con. A fraud. A
swindle.
If the con sounds familiar, it's because there truly is nothing new under the sun. This is
called an "advance fee" fraud, because the victim is asked to pay a relatively small fee
in advance of receiving a much larger payment. Of course, that larger payment never
shows up.
This is perhaps the most direct ancestor of such modern advance fee frauds as the socalled Nigerian scam: swindles in which a mark is persuaded to pay various "fees,"
"insurance," or "taxes" ahead of
receiving his share of some
enormous fortune. Some
versions of the scam may
involve checks being delivered to
the victim, out of which he is
supposed to pay certain fees,
taxes, or shipping costs by
forwarding a percentage of the
received monies to a
"government official" or
"shipping" company. Of course,
the check is bogus; the "shipping
company" is in fact the scammer
himself, and when all is said and
done, the victim is on the hook to
the bank, having deposited a
bad check into his account and
sent his own money to the
scammer.
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I received this excellent example
of an advance fee fraud attempt
on the very day I was writing this
post. Note that the fraudster
directs the recipient to a report of
an actual airliner crash (see
image above) as a way of adding
a touch of verisimilitude.

There is almost no end to the
types of advance fee frauds one
might encounter: work-at-home
schemes, model and escort
agency dodges, employment
frauds, cash handling (read:
money laundering) cons, lottery
scams, and Craigslist ruses in
which someone selling legitimate goods is sent a fake check for more than the selling
price, with the extra to be wired to a third party. (Once again, the check is bad, and the
seller is on the hook for the check and any "purchased" goods he may have already
shipped to the scammer.)
There's also almost no end to how much the scammer will attempt to bleed the mark.
Once you pay the initial fees, you've established yourself as the type of person a
scammer loves most: gullible and affluent. The next step, of course, is to inform you that
more fees are due or that some other issue has arisen that requires more funds. This
will continue until the mark is bled dry or finally realizes that he's being scammed.
But let's not blame the Internet, because all of this really has little to do with technology,
and much to do with the nature of people. We're greedy, and we like to think that we
can get something for nothing. We can't. But we never stop trying: This sort of fraud
(known during the 19th century as "the Spanish prisoner con") has been going on since
the 16th century, and there's no reason to believe that it will ever stop.
Still, the Internet does help the scammer: Digital communications make it much easier
to scam more people more quickly. (Let's hear it for efficiency!) After all, it costs the
scammer almost nothing to send out hundreds of scam emails. If the return is very, very
small, it doesn't matter, because it didn't really cost him anything.
Not only that, but the scam quickly becomes self-selecting: The scammers want the
smart people, the ones who are a bit wary, to pass on the scam as quickly as possible,
because those are the people who would wise up before the scam was successful. The
scammers would end up wasting time trying to convince someone who is already wise
to the con, so they'd just as soon those people immediately delete the initial scam
emails. What's left? Gullible people. Greedy people. Folks who are desperate to make a
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quick fortune. Those are the ones they can string along for weeks or months, the whole
time siphoning off funds that the victims probably can't afford to lose.
And, believe it or not, advance fee scammers do make money. A lot of money:
According to Ultrascan, a group of Dutch fraud investigators, $12.3 billion was lost to
the con globally in 2013. This is, after all, why the scam is still with us: Dating back to
the late 1500s, it's almost literally "the oldest trick in the book," but it still works.

10 Tips for Fall
By Leo Notenboom, Ask Leo!
https://askleo.com/ten-tips-fall/
Tips for both those new to the internet (for school, work or elsewhere), and perhaps
more importantly, reminders for the more experienced among us.











Don’t hit “Reply All” (unless you mean it)
Be sure you mean it when you hit “Send” (There’s no “un-send”.)
DON’T TYPE IN ALL CAPS (all caps means shouting – it just does)
Don’t buy from a stranger that contacts you (phone or email)
Assume EVERYTHING is being recorded (and act accordingly)
BACK UP!
When in doubt: reboot
Do the research! (It’s more than the first link in a search result)
Give more than you take
Don’t believe everything you read online

and a bonus:
 Be kind. – “Everyone is fighting a battle you know nothing about.”

Techspert Talk
By Melanie Birnbom, Editor, Century Village Computer Club, FL
www.centuryvillagecomputerclub.com / mbirnbom (at) yahoo.com
What are "tracking and third-party cookies?" Should I delete them?
How can I prevent them from getting there in the first place? A
cookie is a small bi tof information a website saves on your
computer when you visit. That's how sites remember your settings
and preferences between visits.
For the most part, cookies are harmless. For example, news sites use them to tell which
stories you read and suggest related or updated stories.
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Ad companies buy space on dozens, hundreds or thousands of sites, which means they
can see your traffic habits and learn your likes or dislikes. All of this happens
independently of the site you're actually visiting.
For example: third-party cookies enough to guess that you're a (insert gender here)
from the (insert location here). That's why you probably see ads for attractions or
restaurants in your area.
It gets worse. If you browse a vegetarian blog that the advertiser buys space on, ads for
steakhouses on sites you visit after that can disappear and be replaced by ads for
vegetarian restaurants. The cookies could even track down allergies or food sensitivities
you have and target those.
While you can delete the cookies, advertisers can hit you with them again if you don't
change your browser's settings.
Each browser has a way to stop them:
Internet Explorer
 Click the wrench in the top-right corner
 Internet Options
 Go to the Privacy tab
 Click "Advanced"
 Select "Override automatic cookie handling"
 Click Block under third-party cookies
Microsoft Edge
 Click the three-dot (Hamburger) More Actions button on the top right
 Select “Settings”
 Click “View Advanced Settings” (you'll need to scroll down to the bottom of the
page). Click the dropdown arrow under the “Cookies” field
 Select “Block Only Third Party Cookies”
Firefox
 Options
 Privacy tab
 History
 Select Use Custom Settings for History where it says "Firefox will."
 Uncheck "Accept third-party cookies"
Chrome
 Click…
 Three-lined (Hamburger) icon in the top-right corner of the window
 Show advanced settings
 Content settings in the Privacy menu
 Choose to block third-party cookies and site data.
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Opera
 Menu Tab
 Click
 Settings
 Cookies
 Select Block third-party cookies & site data

Shareware and Freeware
By Kent Mulliner, Past-President, Bristol Village Computer Club OH
www.bvres.org / webmaster (at) bvres.org
The two terms, shareware and freeware, are
used interchangeably and refer to software
that is available without a require payment
(examples include Firefox, and the Libre
Office Suite). As an alert, we should be
aware that these are usually developed
/written by goodhearted individuals or groups, but the absence of a revenue source can
be a constraint on maintaining and developing the refinements needed by software in a
rapidly changing environment. Increasingly, we are seeing Shareware groups seeking
donations to offset commercial revenue. Examples include LibreOffice and Thunderbird.
The latter was developed by the Mozilla group but they have decided that it is not fair to
Mozilla users to transfer revenue to maintain Thunderbird. Thus they are seeking
voluntary donations from Thunderbird users to further develop and maintain the
program.
Approached practically, encouraging freeware/shareware development through
donations is self-serving. The donations enable more active development and
maintenance programs to keep the software up to date. The absence of freely given
revenue can threaten the continuance of such software.
A current example is Open Office which was the forerunner of LibreOffice. It was
developed by Sun Computing (which was bought by Oracle). In the initial purchase,
many staff working with Open Office opted to join together to independently develop the
software further and hence the birth of LibreOffice. Others stayed with Open Office but
they also left Oracle and opted for the umbrella of Apache software (a shareware server
company).
The latest word from this group is that they have decided to retire Open Office. In 2015,
Open Office had a single update in October while LibreOffice had 14 over the course of
the year. While some updates may correct minor bugs, more importantly is that they
correct vulnerabilities [to malware] that have been discovered. Apache Open Offices
vice president explained that it faced a severe shortage of staff to address
vulnerabilities and that it was hard to adhere to the company's commitment to publicly
announcing all vulnerabilities discovered without being able to correct (patch) those
vulnerabilities.
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The lesson is that while we can appreciate the availability of freeware/shareware, this is
only possible if funding is available to support development of the software. It is like
National Public Radio. It is only available as long as people are committed to and able
to assure its continuance at a quality level that you should demand (and you can make
such a demand only because you have paid to make maintenance of that quality
possible.

Is the Cloud Dangerous?
By Leo Notenboom, AskLeo!
www.askleo.com
As security compromises happen at a
regular pace, many are asking, "Is the
cloud too dangerous?" It's as safe as you
make it. One of the comments I received
on my article on lessons learned from a
fairly public online hacking was very
concise: “That’s why the cloud is
dangerous.” I think a lot of people feel that
to varying degrees. I disagree strongly. I
also think believing it is, prevents you from
taking advantage of the things that “the
cloud” can do for you – things like
protecting your data…as well as a number
of things you’re already doing and have
been doing for years. What is “the cloud”?
I have to start by throwing away this silly, silly term, “the cloud.” It’s nothing more than a
fancy marketing term. Ultimately, it has no real meaning. The cloud is nothing more than
services provided online over the internet. Seriously, that’s all it is.
Another way I saw it recently was this: “‘The cloud’ is simply using someone else’s
computer. Tweet this!”
Be it services that provide a place to store your data, enable you to communicate with
others, provide applications, sell you things, or answer your technical questions – it’s all
happening in the cloud.
That’s nothing new.
The cloud is new in name only, You’ve probably been using online services long before
anyone thought to slap the name cloud on ’em.
 Do you have an online email account like Outlook.com or Gmail? You’re keeping
your email in the cloud.
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Do you use any kind of email? It gets from point “A” to point “B” through the
cloud.
Do you upload pictures to a photo-sharing site like Flickr, Picassa, or
Photobucket? That’s the cloud.
Do you use an online backup service? You’ve been backing up to the cloud.

Hopefully, you get the idea.
I really, really want to drive home the point that this thing people are calling the cloud is
nothing new, and you’ve been using it already – probably for years – and almost
certainly before that silly name was attached to it.
So let’s jettison the name and all the baggage comes with it, and call this what it really
is: online services.
OK, fine. But is the cloud dangerous? No more so now than it’s ever been. In fact, I’ll
claim that online services become, on average, safer than ever before as service
providers learn from mistakes and implement industry best practices. If anything has
changed at all, it’s the breadth of available online services and the number of people
using them.
The fact is that any tool, when misused, can be dangerous. For example, placing
sensitive information in your online email account (and only your online email account),
and then not using proper security on that account, is absolutely dangerous, and always
has been. It’s not that online email accounts are dangerous. The danger arises from
using them improperly. The same is true for any online service, be it those generating
the latest buzz or those you’ve been using for years.
But we’re at the mercy of service providers At this point, many folks will point out that
the security breaches that we hear about are often the fault of, or related to, a problem
at the provider of the service in question. Many are, it’s true. But you know what? That’s
not new either. As long as there have been service providers, there have been
mistakes, breaches, and policy screw-ups at service providers. I’m not (not! not! not!)
trying to excuse service providers for making mistakes or screwing up. Every fiber of
their corporate being should be working to prevent security-related errors and mitigate
the impact when they happen.
But the reality you and I have to deal with is that ultimately, service providers are staffed
by humans, and humans make mistakes. Saying mistakes should never happen is
unrealistic. Worse, it’s extremely poor security planning. Besides, when it comes to
security issues, we are most often our own worst enemies.
Rather than asking “Is the cloud dangerous?”, learn to use it safely. I believe in the long
run, you’ll be much better off for it. I know I am.
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Practice Safe Computing Tips from HP
Remember, as we age, we tend to spend more time at our computers, so I want to
share it with you, courtesy of HP. You might also want to share with your younger family
members, especially the Grandkids.
Did you know that one in three workers spends ten hours a day sitting? Recent
research has revealed what you have probably suspected for some time: you spend
more time sitting than doing any other activity. Surveys show that 50 percent of office
workers don’t leave their desk all day, even to take lunch, while over 66 percent sit
down as soon as they get home. Experts say this sedentary lifestyle can contribute to
lower back pain. Especially when your notebook and desktop PC are indispensable
workplace tools, you need to take special care to develop desk habits that are good for
your long-term health, and help you optimize your energy levels and productivity.
Follow these tips to improve your office ergonomics and ultimately, your professional
performance.
Should I sit up straight?
Conventional wisdom has dictated that sitting up straight is better for your back than
leaning forward at your desk. But studies by Scottish and Canadian researchers using a
new form of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have revealed that sitting up straight
could be as bad as stooping forwards. The new research suggests that reclining back at
an angle of between 120 and 135 degrees will reduce the strain on your lower back.
Additionally, try to avoid sitting at your PC in a manner that means you must twist your
torso or neck to see the screen.
An alternative to sitting all day could be to work at a standing desk. Popular in the 18th
and 19th centuries, they are making a comeback as people realize that standing at work
is healthier than sitting.
Improved line of sight
To reduce the strain on your eyes, always work in a well-lit environment. Raise your
monitor to eye level, either on a platform, or with a pile of books. This will make looking
at your screen easier and will reduce the amount you need to tilt your neck.
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Alternatively, adjust the height of your chair, your desk or your table. Large monitors
offering better visibility (or dual monitor setups) will also help you handle heavy
workloads, speed up your ability to read information, and let you keep working longer
when you really need to.
Don’t break your back, take a break
One of the easiest ways to improve your working day is to take short breaks from your
daily work routine. Consider installing work-break reminder software on your computer
to prompt you to take frequent refresher pauses.
To rest your eyes, look away from the screen and focus on something in the distance.
National Optometric organizations recommend resting your eyes for 15 minutes after
two hours at your PC. Use this time to get yourself a drink; the walk will stretch your
legs and give your back a break from the sitting position. In particular, remember to
adjust your position in the afternoon, when you are likely to have been sitting for a long
time and your body is beginning to tire.
Stretch your productivity
Try and start your day with a brief stretching routine or an activity like yoga. Maybe you
could walk or cycle to work. Activities like these give your body the exercise it requires,
boost your fitness level, and improve your ability to perform during a busy schedule.
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The Meeting that Was...August
By Judy
Is is really Mircosoft? Judy’s presentation went through phone and web scams – how
we get them, how we think we’re really talking to Microsoft and what Microsoft tech
support will ask you if you really reach them. If you pay more than $149 for 12 months
of maintenane on one computer, paid via credit card, you haven’t reached Microsoft
tech support. Or, it’s $99/year. BEWARE! Smell the roses before you click on anything.
Our main presentation was by Elliott Stern, the PC Maestro (www.pcmaestro.com). He
debuted his Windows 10 – Privacy, Protection, Performance presentation. Ellott thinks
Windows 10 is generally a good operating system but there are a number of things we
should do when starting Win 10 after an upgrade (Anniversary edition) or even from a
new computer installation.







Start controlling Win 10 by accessing th new “settings” feature
Show all notifications in the Notificatin area
Disable auto start apps in the system tray
Go through each Seurity / Privacy option
Turn off Background apps – they put a drain on your PC’s performance
Thoroughly go over the Update and Security section…..

And, the winner was:
David Nix – My Windows
10 Computer for Seniors
(Que - $19.99)
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Wearables Presentation – July 2016

Diana has a Fitbit & walks 10k
steps several times a week

Kathy has had severable
wearables.
She’s used them the
longest.

Carole has fun with her Fitbit –
she almost walked 10k steps in
Hawaii

Dick’s wearable really looks
like a watch and does a lot of
different things.

Gerry bought a Fitbit and
wanted to learn how to use it

New member, Gerry, wins
the Talking to Siri book
($16) and $10 Jamba Juice
card
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2016/2017 SCV CC OFFICERS
President
Judy Taylour
scvcomputerclub(at)gmail.com

Information Line

661.513.4612

Snail Mail

18727 Nadal Street
Santa Clarita, CA 91351

General Meeting

2nd Wednesday / month

Membership Benefits
Around Town

SCV Senior Center
22900 Market Street
Newhall CA 91321

Membership Application
(Please Print)
_____________________________________
Name
____________________________________
Address
_____________________________________
City/State/Zip
_____________________________________
Home Phone

Lefty.tech
aka Mark Thomas Computer Support
26117 Rainbow Glen Drive
Newhall 91321
661.250.7440 / Lefty@Lefty.Tech
65+ = $10 discount on Onsite support
In-your-house support also available
Rogers System Specialist
HAS MOVED
(Various Discounts)
24621 Arch St. Newhall CA 91321
Turn on 13th street off Railroad
800.366.0579
Give Judy’s telephone number for the
discount 661.252.8852

_____________________________________
E-mail
_____________________________________
Areas of Interest

Level of computer skills (please circle)
Novice

Average

Expert

Mail to: SCV CC, 18727 Nadal Street, Canyon
Country CA 91351
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The information appearing in this newsletter is distributed solely for use by SCV
Computer Club members. Permission is enthusiastically granted to reprint all or any part
by similar non-commercial publications provided credit is given to the author of the
article and the DATALINE.
The publication of information in this newsletter constitutes no guarantee of accuracy
and its use by readers is discretionary. All opinions expressed are those of the authors
and not necessarily those of the SCV Computer Club.
The SCV Computer Club is dedicated to supporting the needs of its
members and to the exchange of information about computers,
peripherals, services, hardware and software through meetings, its
web page, and the distribution of this newsletter.
The SCV Computer Club is a member of SCRUGS and APCUG
(Southern California Regional User Group Summit)
(Association of Personal Computer User Groups)
Annual membership Dues
Annual Family
Senior (55)
Senior Family (55)
Student Membership

$30.00
$54.00
$27.00
$48.00
$25.00

Contact Judy for Discount Info

35% Discount

One free class / member
See Judy for Free Voucher #
40% Discount

40% Discount

35% Discount

eBooks – 50% discount

30%
Discount
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